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Japanese is known as a mora-timed language, and one of the strong evidences to mora is haiku, 

Japanese traditional poem which consists of three lines with seventeen moras (Vance 1987, 2004, 

Tsujimura 2007, etc.). Recent studies, however, report the importance of the syllable as a 

phonological unit in Japanese especially with respect to the accentuation (Kubozono 1996, 2002, 

Tanaka 2008, etc.). 

On the other hand, phonological asymmetry has been brought to attention (Disciullo 2002). A 

considerable numbers of studies report that phonological contrasts (voice, syllable weight, tone, 

etc.) are likely to be preserved in the initial position while those in the final position are likely to 

be neutralized. 

In this paper, analyzing mainly senryu poems structurally similar to haiku, I will show the 

importance of the syllabe as metrical unit in this language, and will demonstrate that the 

positional effects, especially syllable neutralization in the final position, are also observed in 

Japanese metrics. 

Like the more traditional poem haiku, senryu consists of three lines, of which the first and third 

are made up of five moras and the second consists of seven moras (. in examples denote mora 

boundary).    

(2) 1st line: 5μ I.tu.ma.de.mo  ‘Don’t expect  

2nd line: 7μ A.ru.to.o.mo.u.na to be with you forever 

3rd line: 5μ O.ya.to.ka.ne  both your parents and money ’  

By analyzing 419 senryu poems containing overlong lines, I will show firstly that over 70% 

(171/239) of overlong first and third lines end in a heavy syllable as in (3), and that poets do not 

feel six-mora lines are excessively longer than orthodox five-mora ones under this condition 

(heavy syllables in the line-final position are underlined.). This means that the final slot in the 

first/third lines can be associated with a syllable, and its weight (light: 1 mora/heavy: 2 moras)) 

is neutralized.   

(3) 1st line :6μ    Sa.ra. ri.i.ma.n  ‘As an office worker 

2nd line: 7μ    U.ti.de.mo.ko.na.su I have to deal with grievances (from my family) 
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   3rd line: 5μ Ku.zyo.o.syo.ri  at home though I’m not at office’ 

other examples:  I.ti.ni.ti.zyu.u‘all day’,   Ka.mi.i.ti.ma.i‘a sheet of paper’,  

Secondly, I will show that 90% (234/259) of the overlong second lines have [4 moras] plus [4 

moras] structure as in (3), and suggest that this is because four mora is the most unmarked 

length as a phonological word in Japanese.([   ] denotes 4 mora templates.) 

(3)   1st  line: 5μ    Pu.ro. po.o.zu             ‘A proposal of the marriage, 

      2nd  line: 8μ    [A.no.hi.ni.][ka.e.t.te]   I would have declined it surely,  

      3rd  line: 6μ    Ko.to.wa.ri.tai               if I were to be at that time again.’ 

other examples: 

[e.ra.bi.ni][e.ra.n.da] ‘chose carefully’, [ko.do.mo.no][si.gu.sa.wa] ‘child’s behavior’  

Last part of the paper, I will point out that syllable neutralization in the final position can also 

be observed in popular songs and baseball chants in Japanese, and discuss the linguistic 

implications.  
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